To investigate the use of an enriched study design on the estimates of treatment effect in analgesic trials for chronic musculoskeletal pain.
Introduction
Randomized controlled trials have a key role in determining the effects of interventions in healthcare. However, intervention effects are often relatively small and difficult to distinguish from possible study biases [1] . One option to address this issue has been the practice of restricting enrolment in clinical trials to participants more likely to respond to the intervention by using an enriched study design. Enriched enrolment studies are a type of randomized controlled trial that aims to increase the proportion of so-called treatment responders to a study medicine and to decrease the number of participants who do not tolerate the study treatment [2] .
Various enrichment study designs have been used in past research. In the classical approach, participants receive the study drug for a period of time prior to randomization (called an open-label or run in phase) aiming to identify patients who respond to the drug. Then, those patients who demonstrate benefit (improvement in study endpoints) from the drug and can tolerate it (the so-called enriched population) are included in the trial and randomized to either continue in the treatment group or to receive the alternate intervention (usually a placebo) [3] [4] [5] . A variation on this approach is to perform a preliminary trial instead of an open label phase to identify responders to the drug; and then enrol only those responders in a second, placebo-controlled trial [2] . Another alternative is a flare study design, in this case only those patients who exhibit a flare of their symptoms when current treatment is ceased (in an open-label phase) are selected to enter the trial [2, 5] .
A proposed benefit of selecting the responders to the study treatment is that they are more likely to continue the treatment in actual clinical practice and so proponents of enriched study designs argue that the trial results would be more clinically relevant [5, 6] . This study design can also have the potential to increase the response rate and reduce dropouts related to drug intolerance or adverse effects [2, [7] [8] [9] . However, opponents of an enriched study design point out that the generalizability of the results may be problematic. The efficacy in a subpopulation of responders may not predict the treatment response in the general population, since the general population consists of a mix of participants, including both responders and nonresponders to the study drug [4, 6] . Additionally, valid information to identify who will respond (or not) to the drug a priori is often lacking.
Previous systematic reviews of enriched study designs have demonstrated conflicting results on whether the enriched design actually does yield larger estimates of treatment effect [3, 10] . These reviews, however, were restricted to one type of medicine and/or specific conditions [opioids for chronic pain and nonsteroidal antiinflammatories (NSAIDs) for osteoarthritis, respectively]. A broader review is needed to understand the influence of this design on the effect estimates of pain medication for chronic musculoskeletal pain. Therefore, the aim of this study is to compare the impact of enriched and nonenriched study designs on the effect size estimates of various analgesics in trials of chronic musculoskeletal pain. This study will include any type of analgesic for nonspecific neck or back pain or osteoarthritis. We hypothesize that trials that use an enriched study design will report significantly larger treatment effect sizes and fewer adverse events when compared to clinical trials that do not use an enriched study design.
Methods
The protocol for this review was registered prospectively on PROSPERO (CRD42014009988). Because the treatment effect size could be influenced by the health condition, type of medicine and the treatment outcomes studied in the trial, we restricted the inclusion of trials to have a more homogeneous set of trials. As effects of medicines may reduce over time we conducted separate analyses for short, intermediate and long-term results. As there is evidence that trial methodological quality influences estimates of treatment effect we included methodological quality as a covariate in the analyses.
Data sources and searches
We searched for reports of randomized controlled trials indexed in MEDLINE, EMBASE and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) and published in a 10-year period (2004 to July 2014). We only included full text papers written in English, Portuguese, Dutch and Spanish as the authors spoke these languages. The search strategy is described in Appendix S1. We also performed citation tracking of the reference lists of relevant systematic reviews identified by our search and also of the included trials.
Trial selection
Reflecting the aim of this study (i.e. to compare enriched and nonenriched study designs), we included only randomized controlled trials evaluating analgesics in the treatment of chronic musculoskeletal pain compared to placebo. Trials that used quasirandom allocation procedures (e.g. alternation or by medical record number) were not included in this review.
The inclusion criteria were participants (no age limit) with chronic (duration of symptoms 3 or more months) nonspecific neck pain or nonspecific low back pain or osteoarthritis of the hip or knee. Nonspecific neck pain or back pain refers to spinal pain without any known specific cause or pathology (e.g. fracture, cancer and inflammatory diseases) [11] . For osteoarthritis, trials using either a clinical (e.g. based on clinical American College of Rheumatology criteria) or radiological (e.g. x-ray, medical resonance imaging) diagnosis were included, with no distinction between them.
We considered any analgesic (e.g. paracetamol, opioid analgesics and NSAIDs) used for treating musculoskeletal pain. However, we categorized the type of drug into opioids or other analgesics (i.e. NSAIDs, paracetamol, combinations of analgesics, and complementary and alternative medicines) for the analyses. The opioid analgesic dosages were converted to morphine equivalent units [12] , as used in a previous study [7] . We anticipated using the Hill equation to characterize the dose-response relationship for the study medicines [13] ; however, as the analgesics did not differ from the recommended daily dosage, the correction was not necessary. No restriction was placed on the setting of care or context of the included trials.
The primary outcome was pain intensity measured by any reliable and valid self-report continuous outcome measure (such as a visual analogue scale or a numerical rating scale) at follow-up. Secondary outcomes were the frequency of any adverse events and serious adverse events.
We included any form of enriched study design (e.g. responders and flare designs). Complete and partial enriched enrolment trials were considered. Complete enriched enrolment would occur in two circumstances: (i) inclusion restricted to participants responding to the test drug or a closely related drug with similar mechanism of action, or (ii) exclusion of participants who do not respond to the test drug, a closely related drug (and when all participants had been exposed to the drug), or those who do not tolerate the drug (e.g. presence of side effects). Partial enriched enrolment was defined as the exclusion from the trial of any previous nonresponders to the drug or a similar drug, but where not all participants were known to have been exposed to the drug. All the other forms of enrolment were defined as nonenriched enrolment. In other words, when no statement of inclusion or exclusion of participants could be interpreted as enriching the sample to responders to the drug treatment [2] .
Data extraction and quality assessment
We extracted the following data from each of the eligible trials using a standardized data extraction form: bibliometric data (authors, title, source, year of publication, language); trial characteristics (design, sample size in the open-label or run in phase, number of participants in the enriched/flare phase, description of the sample, country, recruitment modality, funding); characteristics of the participants (sex, age, region of pain, duration of symptoms, severity of the condition at baseline); description of the drugs, including route of administration, dose form (tablet, extended release), dose regimen (mg h -1 day -1 ), the duration of treatment, classification of medicine by World Health Organisation Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical code [14] , and cointerventions; timing of follow-up assessments; pain outcomes assessed (converted to a 0-100 scale); frequency of adverse events (any adverse events and serious adverse events); results (timing of followup, mean and standard deviation for pain outcomes). Two independent reviewers extracted the data and any disagreements were resolved by discussion or arbitration by a third reviewer when consensus could not be reached. The estimates of treatment effect from trials employing enriched vs. nonenriched designs were considered and compared within each outcome. The trial authors were contacted if any of these data were missing from the trial report or required clarification. If authors did not answer any of the contact attempts and the effect size was not possible to be estimated (i.e. from graphs, P-values, standard errors), we excluded the trial from the analysis.
The time periods for classifying the follow-up times were: short-term (<3 months after randomization), intermediate (≥3 months but <12 months after randomization) and longterm (12 months or more after randomization). When there were multiple time points that fell within the same category the one that was closest to 6 weeks (short-term), 6 months (intermediate) and 12 months (long-term) was used.
The assessment of methodological quality of included trials was performed using the 10-item Physiotherapy Evidence Database (PEDro) scale (random allocation, concealed allocation, baseline comparability, blinding of subjects, blinding of therapists, blinding of assessors, adequate follow-up, intention-to-treat analysis, between-group comparisons, and point estimates and variability). Two authors independently assessed methodological quality and any disagreements were resolved by discussion or arbitration by a third reviewer when consensus could not be reached. We used the PEDro scale as it has been found to have acceptable reliability [15] and validity [16, 17] .
Data synthesis and analysis
The first stage of the analysis was to establish drug effect sizes by calculating the mean between-group difference for each trial and then combining these data in meta-analyses [18] . Between-trial heterogeneity was identified using the I 2 statistic, and random effect models were used to account for between-trial heterogeneity where appropriate. After calculating meta-analyses with individual trial data, we calculated the difference in effect sizes between enriched and nonenriched designs. For pain, the difference was expressed using mean difference (MD) and 95% confidence interval (CI) on a 0-100 pain scale. For adverse events, we used the relative risk (RR) and 95% CI. The second stage of the analysis was to conduct meta-regression analyses to investigate possible sources of heterogeneity in effect size among included trials for the primary outcome. The trial effect size (mean between-group difference for pain) was the dependent variable, and the independent variables were the design (enriched and nonenriched trials), opioid dosage in morphine equivalent units (for opioids only), and methodological features Enriched vs. nonenriched trials for chronic pain (allocation concealment, blinding of assessors and intentionto-treat analysis). We first conducted the univariate metaregressions to assess the association between each variable and the effect sizes, in which the strongest predictors (P<0.2) were entered into a multivariate model and a backward stepwise approach was used to remove covariates that did not contribute significantly to the model. The best model was identified by examining the proportion of overall between-trial variability explained by each model (as assessed using the tau statistic) [19] .
The analyses were conducted separately for each type of drug (opioids and other analgesics) and each follow-up time (short-, intermediate-and long-term). Review Manager (RevMan) software (version 5) was used for the metaanalyses. Random-effects meta-regression was conducted using the metareg command in STATA 14 software and weighted using effect size standard errors. A sensitivity analysis of the type of enriched design (complete or partial) was planned but could not be conducted because it was not possible to categorize the included enriched trials into partial or complete enrichment due to the lack of data provided.
Results
The searches yielded 3766 references, and, after the screening of title, abstracts and full texts we included 108 randomized controlled trials (102 full text articles) that fulfilled the inclusion criteria (Figure 1 ). Six full text articles included data from more than one trial and each trial was included separately [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Forty-two trials were considered enriched designs and 66 were nonenriched designs. Nine trials (eight articles) Figure 1 Flowchart of the inclusion process of the study were not included in the analysis: seven trials (six articles) did not provide sufficient data and the authors did not reply to our contact attempts [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] ; one trial [24] provided the same data as another trial already included in the analysis; and one trial did not use a continuous scale to assess pain intensity [31] . Of the 99 trials included in the analysis (n = 44 171), 32 evaluated opioid analgesics (72 comparisons) and 69 evaluated other types of analgesics (137 comparisons). Some trials evaluated both opioids and other analgesics in different groups and were included in both comparisons. The included trials only reported short-term and intermediate-term follow-ups, so no analyses were performed for long-term follow-up. Table 1 presents the details of the included trials. The characteristics of each trial included in this analysis are available in Appendix S2.
The difference in the effect estimates between enriched and nonenriched designs for both pain and adverse events are presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . There were no statistically significant differences in the effect size estimates for pain intensity between enriched and nonenriched designs for opioid analgesics in the short-term (difference in MD -0.9, 95% CI -2.9 to 1.2), or intermediate-term (difference in MD 1.3, 95% CI -3.2 to 5.7), and other analgesics in the short-term (difference in MD 0.8, 95% CI -2.0 to 3.6). We found a significant difference favouring an enriched design (i.e. higher pain reduction) for other analgesics at intermediate-term, but the effect size was small (difference in MD -4.5, 95% CI -6.4 to -2.5).
For any adverse events, there was a statistically significant difference between enriched and nonenriched designs for opioids (ratio of RR 0.88, 95% CI 0.79 to 0.98), but no significant difference for other analgesics (ratio of RR 0.96, 95% CI 0.90 to 1.03). For serious adverse events, there were no differences due to design for opioids (ratio of RR 1.08, 95% CI 0.19 to 6.13) or other analgesics (ratio of RR 0.67, 95% CI 0.42 to 1.07).
The results of our metaregression analysis are presented in Table 2 . For the opioid analgesic trials, there was no association between the effect size and enriched design, but the effect size decreased by six points (out of 100 points) for trials with an intention-to-treat analysis (P = 0.001) at short-term follow-up. For the analysis of other analgesics in the shortterm, the effect size was associated with blinding of the assessor, with effect size decreasing by six points for trials with blinding of the assessor. For trials with intermediateterm follow-up, the effect size was influenced by the design and intention-to-treat analysis. Trials with an enriched design had a four point higher effect size, and trials with intention-to-treat analysis had a five point lower effect size.
Discussion
This study found there is little or no influence of enriched study designs on estimates of treatment effect size for pain intensity for opioid and nonopioid analgesics in chronic musculoskeletal pain. There was some evidence that enriched designs reduce the risk of adverse events of any nature, but the results for serious adverse events were imprecise and inconsistent, which prevent strong conclusions. Additionally, there was an association between the treatment effect size (pain intensity) and the methodological quality, with failure to blind the outcome assessor and failure to perform an intention-to-treat analysis being associated with larger effect sizes.
The strengths of this review include the prespecified methods, which were registered prospectively on PROS-PERO. We confined our review to reports of randomised controlled trials that involved a placebo comparison to focus on least-biased trials. To our knowledge, this is the first systematic review to evaluate the effect of enrichment design on trials of any analgesics for the main chronic musculoskeletal conditions (spinal pain and osteoarthritis). Another strength is that all included trials used the recommended daily dosages, which makes our sample more homogenous and differences in dose could not account for the differences in effect sizes among trials. Additionally, we included a large sample of 99 trials, including 44 171 participants in the meta-analysis.
This study has some limitations. First, while we searched for trial reports using the three main databases, we restricted our inclusion to full text articles in English, Portuguese, Dutch or Spanish over a 10-year period, so the inclusion of trials published in other languages or unpublished data may have been missed. Second, a sensitivity analysis on the type of enriched study design (complete or partial) was planned, but this could not be performed because reporting of the type of enriched design was insufficient to allow classification. Finally, we cannot generalize the findings of this study to infer about effectiveness or efficacy of the drugs included since this is a methodological study that aimed comparing two different designs (enriched vs. nonenriched) in pharmacological clinical trials.
Previous comparisons of effects sizes in enriched and nonenriched study designs have produced inconsistent results. Trijau et al. [10] found that trials that employed a flare study design reported larger treatment effects than nonflare designs (effect sizes: 0.66 vs. 0.45, respectively for pain intensity, P<0.0001, 33 studies, 20 915 patients) in trials evaluating NSAIDs for hip, knee and hand osteoarthritis. In contrast, Furlan et al. [3] , compared enriched and Table 1 Characteristics of included trials (n = 108) nonenriched trials of opioid analgesics for chronic noncancer pain and found that enriched study designs do not appear to influence the estimates of treatment efficacy (effect sizes: 0.62 vs. 0.57, respectively for pain intensity, P = 0.6, 62 studies, 11 927 participants), but less adverse events for enriched designs (eight adverse events reported in enriched designs against 26 in nonenriched designs). However, none of these previous studies have adjusted the analysis for methodological quality, a factor that is known to influence the effect estimates and is likely to explain the variation between the studies [8, [32] [33] [34] . Another explanation for the differing results is that these previous studies included different types of patients, drug types, and types of enriched designs (e.g. responders and flare designs).
Another finding of this study is the association between the treatment effect size and some methodological features. Failure to blind the outcome assessor and failure to perform an intention-to-treat analysis were associated with larger effect sizes. This result is not surprising since poor methodological quality in randomized controlled trials is associated with an overestimation of treatment effects [35] . Moreover, a recent study has investigated the source of bias in enriched enrolment studies and reported blinding as one of the major methodological limitations in this design [36] . While intention-to-treat analysis as a potential source of bias was not investigated, we found that this could influence the effect estimates for either opioids or other analgesics.
While the use of an enriched design was hypothesized to increase the estimated effect of an intervention and reduce adverse events compared with nonenriched designs, we did not find clear differences. Only one in four of our comparisons had significantly larger effect size for an enriched design in pain intensity (i.e. NSAIDs, paracetamol in the intermediate term), but this difference was small and probably not clinically important. We found some evidence that enriched designs reduce the risk of any adverse events, but not serious events. Thus, it is difficult to say that clinicians would find less adverse events if treating only responders to the drug. However, further research is needed to confirm the usefulness of enriched designs for reducing the number of adverse events in chronic pain trials. It seems that it is not the study design (enriched or nonenriched designs) that leads to different treatment effect estimates but other aspects of the trial quality that co-occur in these trials (e.g. blinding of assessor and intention-to-treat analysis). Clinicians should be aware that features of methodological quality may be more important when selecting evidence than trial enrolment design.
In conclusion, there is little or no influence of enriched designs on the estimates of treatment effect for pain intensity. There is some evidence that clinical trials that employ enriched study designs report a reduced risk of adverse events in trials for chronic musculoskeletal pain, but it is unclear whether enriched designs influence estimates of serious adverse events. Importantly, features of trial design such as assessor blinding and intention-to-treat analysis were associated with effect estimates for pain intensity in chronic pain trials.
Nomenclature of targets and ligands
Key ligands in this article are hyperlinked to corresponding entries in http://www.guidetopharmacology.org, the common portal for data from the IUPHAR/BPS Guide to PHAR-MACOLOGY [37] .
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